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1. ߪߓ߼ߦ  
 ⃻࿷㧘ICT ᯏེߩᢎ⢒߳ߩᵴ↪ផㅴߪᓸᅱߥᤨᦼߦ޽ࠆޕᯏེߩㅴᱠߪᣣㅴ᦬ᱠߢߤࠎߤࠎ
ᣂߒ޿ᯏ᧚߇↢߹ࠇߡ޿ࠆ߇㧘ቇᩞߢߩᵴ↪ᴺߩㅴൻߪߘࠇ߶ߤㅴࠎߢ޿ߥ޿ޕ߹ߚ㧘ᐔᚑ




৻ᣇߢห᭽ߦᢎ⢒ౣ↢ታⴕᧄㇱߪᐔᚑ 25 ᐕ 4 ᦬ߦޟᚑ㐳ᚢ⇛ߦ⾗ߔࠆࠣࡠ࡯ࡃ࡞ੱ᧚⢒ᚑ
ㇱળឭ⸒ޠߩਛߢࠣࡠ࡯ࡃ࡞ੱ᧚⢒ᚑߩߚ߼ߩ 3 ᧄߩ⍫ߩ৻ߟߣߒߡ㧘࿖ኅᚢ⇛ߣߒߡߩ ICT
ᢎ⢒ࠍផㅴߔࠆߣߒ㧘1.ޟ2010 ᐕઍਛߦ 1 ੱ 1 บߩ࠲ࡉ࡟࠶࠻ PC(ᖱႎ┵ᧃ )ࠍᢛ஻ޠ㧘2.ޟో
ᢎᏧ߇㧘ఽ┬↢ᓤߩ⊒㆐Ბ㓏ߦᔕߓߚ ICT ᵴ↪ᜰዉജࠍりߦߟߌࠆޠ㧘3.ޟ਎⇇ᦨ㜞᳓Ḱߩ ICT
ᢎ⢒ࠦࡦ࠹ࡦ࠷࡮ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩഃㅧ㧘ᖱႎ࡝࠹࡜ࠪ࡯ߩ⢒ᚑ㧘ᖱႎࡕ࡜࡞ᢎ⢒ߩታ⃻ޠߣ޿߁ 3
㗄⋡ࠍ␜ߒߡ޿ࠆޕ  
ߎߩࠃ߁ߦ ICT ᯏེߩᢎ⢒ᵴ↪ߦኻߒߡ㧘ᐔᚑ 25 ᐕᐲᧃߩᲑ㓏ߢߪㆊ෰ߦታᣉߐࠇߡ߈ߚ
੐ᬺߪุቯߐࠇ㧘ᣇะォ឵ࠍ᳞߼ࠄࠇߡ޿ߚޕߒ߆ߒᦼᓙߪᄢ߈ߊ㧘੹ᓟߩ ICT ߩᢎ⢒ᵴ↪
ផㅴࠍᒝߊ᳞߼ߡ޿ࠆޕ޿ࠊ߫ㅊ޿㘑ߣะ߆޿㘑߇หᤨߦ็߈⨹ࠇߡ޿ࠆࠃ߁ߥ⁁ᴫߢ޽ࠆޕ 
 ߘࠎߥߥ߆㧘㠽ข⋵ߢߪᐔᚑ 26ᐕᐲߦ᦭⼂⠪߆ࠄߥࠆ ICTᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴද⼏ળࠍ┙ߜ਄ߍ㧘
ද⼏ળߢߩ⼏⺰ࠍㅢߒߡ㧘੹ᓟߩ㠽ข⋵ߦ߅ߌࠆᢎ⢒߳ߩ ICT ᵴ↪ߩㅴ߻ߴ߈㆏ࠍᬌ⸛ߒ㧘
ឭ⸒ࠍ㗂߈㧘ᐔᚑ 26 ᐕᐲᧃߦߪ㠽ข⋵ߩ ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴࡆ࡚ࠫࡦࠍ╷ቯߔࠆߎߣߣߒߚޕ 
 
2. ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴද⼏ળ  
2.1 ᆔຬߩ᭴ᚑ  
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ICT ᵴ↪ߩㇱಽߦ․ൻߒߡ⼏⺰ߒߡ㗂ߊߚ߼ߦ㧘ᆔຬߩㆬቯࠍ߅ߎߥߞߚޕ  
 
⴫䋱㩷 ᐔᚑ 26 ᐕᐲ ICT ᢎ⢒ᵴ↪ផㅴද⼏ળᆔຬ  
ᓎ⡯ฬ  ᳁ฬ  
㠽ขⅣႺᄢቇ೽ቇ㐳⵬૒౗ੱ㑆ᒻᚑᢎ⢒࠮ࡦ࠲࡯㐳㧘౗ᖱႎࡔ࠺ࠖࠕ
࠮ࡦ࠲࡯೽࠮ࡦ࠲࡯㐳㧘ⅣႺᄢቇ⚻༡ቇㇱᢎ᝼  ੹੗ᱜ๺ (ᐳ㐳 ) 
㕒ጟᄢቇᄢቇ㒮ᖱႎቇ⎇ⓥ⑼ ᢎ᝼  ᄢፉᓞሶ  
᧲ർቇ㒮ᄢቇᄢቇ㒮ੱ㑆ᖱႎቇ⎇ⓥ⑼ ಎᢎ᝼  Ⓑ၂ᔘ  
ᣣධ↸ᢎ⢒ᆔຬળ ᢎ⢒㐳  ਣጊᖗ  
ୖศᏒ┙ਭ☨ਛቇᩞ ᩞ㐳  ⑔᎑ජኼሶ  
㠽ข⋵ᖱႎ࠮ࡦ࠲࡯੐ᬺផㅴㇱᢥᢎផㅴࠣ࡞࡯ࡊ㐳  ↰ਛ⦟␭  
 
2.2 ද⼏ળߩ᭎ⷐ  
ᐕ㑆ߢో 4 ࿁ߩ ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴද⼏ળࠍ㐿௅ߒ㧘㠽ข⋵㒝ዻᯏ㑐ߣߒߡᛒࠊࠇ৻⥸౏㐿
ߐࠇߚޕ᭎ⷐߪએਅߩㅢࠅߢ޽ࠆ߇㧘ᦨ⚳⊛ߦߪ⺰ὐࠍ 4 ߟߦ⛉ߞߡ⼏⺰ߐࠇ㧘ឭ⸒ߦ߹ߣ߼
ࠄࠇࠆߎߣߦߥߞߚޕ⺰ὐ㧝ߪޟ᝼ᬺߩ޽ࠅᣇ߿㧘ߘࠇߦ઻߁ᢎຬ⎇ୃߩ޽ࠅᣇޠ㧘⺰ὐ㧞ߪ
ޟੱ⊛㈩⟎ (ICT ᡰេຬ╬ )ࠍߤ߁ߔࠆ߆ߣ޿߁ߎߣޠ㧘⺰ὐ㧟ߪޟ⋵ౝ߿ቇᩞߩၮ⋚ᢛ஻ޠ㧘⺰
ὐ㧠ߪޟ⺰ὐ㧝㨪㧟ߦ฽߹ࠇߥ޿߇ᄢ߈ߥ⺖㗴ߣߥࠆⶄᢙߩ㗄⋡ޠߣ޿߁ౕวߢ޽ࠆޕ  
⴫䋲㩷 㠽ข⋵ ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴද⼏ળ䈱᭎ⷐ  
࿁  ᣣ  ႐ᚲ  ᭎ⷐ  
╙ 1 ࿁  6/2 ⋵ᐡ  














╙ 3 ࿁  9/1 ⋵ᢎ⢒䉶䊮䉺䊷 
䊶ᤨઍ䈮᳞䉄䉌䉏䉎᝼ᬺᡷ㕟䉕ଦ䈜ᢎຬ䈱⎇ୃ䉕 




╙ 4 ࿁  10/14 ⋵ᢎ⢒䉶䊮䉺䊷 
⺰ὐ 1)᝼ᬺ䈱䈅䉍ᣇ䊶⎇ୃ䈱䈅䉍ᣇ  
⺰ὐ 2)ੱ⊛㈩⟎ (ICT ᡰេຬ╬ ) 
⺰ὐ 3)ၮ⋚ᢛ஻  
⺰ὐ 4)䈠䈱ઁ㩷 㩷 䈱⺰ὐ䈪ឭ⸒䉕ᬌ⸛䈚ᦨ⚳᩺䉕䉁䈫䉄䉎 
 
2.3 ᢥㇱ⑼ቇ⋭ߣᢎ⢒ౣ↢ᧄㇱ߇␜ߒߡ޿ࠆ⸘↹᭎ⷐ  
 㠽ข⋵ߩ ICT ⅣႺࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߦ޽ߚࠅෳ⠨ߣߒߚ㧘ᢥㇱ⑼ቇ⋭߿ᢎ⢒ౣ↢ታⴕᧄㇱ߇␜ߒ
ߡ޿ࠆ⸘↹╬ࠍએਅߦ␜ߔޕ  
 




































ICT ᢎ⢒  
ᐔᚑ䋲䋵ᐕ (2013)
䋴᦬  
䋳䋮࿖ኅᚢ⇛䈫䈚䈩䈱 ICT ᢎ⢒  
䋱䋮䋲䋰䋱䋰ᐕઍ䈮䋱ੱ䋱บ䈱䉺䊑䊧䉾䊃 PC(ᖱႎ┵ᧃ )䉕ᢛ஻  




y 䋲䋰䋱䋵ᐕ䉕⋡ಣ䈮䋬᜚ὐ࿾ၞ䉕ోㇺ㆏ᐭ⋵䈮 100 ⒟ᐲᜰቯ䈚䋬వዉ⊛䈭ᢎ⢒䉲䉴䊁䊛
䉕㐿⊒  
y ᖱႎ䊥䊁䊤䉲䊷䉕⢒ᚑ䈜䉎䈫䈫䉅䈮䋬䊈䉾䊃ଐሽኻ╷䈭䈬䋬⊒㆐Ბ㓏䈮ᔕ䈛䈢 ICT ᵴ↪䈮
㈩ᘦ䈚䈢ᖱႎ䊝䊤䊦ᢎ⢒䉕ᔀᐩ  
y ᣂ䈚䈇 ICT ᵴ↪ᜰዉ䊝䊂䊦䉕᭴▽䈚䋬ో䈩䈱ᢎᏧ䈮ᵄ෸  
y ᢎᏧ㙃ᚑ䉦䊥䉨䊠䊤䊛䋬ᢎᏧណ↪⹜㛎෸䈶఺⸵ᦝᣂ⻠⠌䈮䈍䈇䈩 ICT ᵴ↪ᜰዉജ䉕
㊀ⷞ  
y ࿾ၞ␠ળ䉇↥ᬺ⇇䈫ㅪ៤දജ䈚䋬ฦቇᩞ䈮ᢎ⑼ᜰዉ䈮䈍䈔䉎 ICT ᵴ↪䉕䉰䊘䊷䊃䈜䉎
ICT ᡰេຬ䉕㈩⟎  
y ICT 䉕ㅢ䈛䈩䋬㔌ፉ䊶䈻䈐࿾䈎䉌ᶏᄖ䉁䈪᏷ᐢ䈒੤ᵹ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈮䉋䉍䋬䉫䊨䊷䊋䊦䊙䉟䊮䊄䉕
⢒ᚑ  
y ․೎ᡰេᢎ⢒䈮䈍䈇䈩䋬᭽䇱䈭㓚ኂ䈱⒳㘃䉇⒟ᐲ䈮ኻᔕ䈚䈢 ICT ᵴ↪ផㅴ  
ᢥㇱ⑼ቇ⋭  




ᐔᚑ 26 ᐕ (2014)
䋵᦬  
ᐔᚑ䋲䋶ᐕ (2014)䌾䋲䋹ᐕᐲ (2017)䈱䋴ᐕ㑆䈱⋡ᮡ  
╙ 2 ᦼᢎ⢒ᝄ⥝ၮᧄ⸘↹䈪⋡ᮡ䈫䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎᳓Ḱ  
y ᢎ⢒↪䉮䊮䊏䊠䊷䉺 1 บᒰ䈢䉍䈱ఽ┬↢ᓤᢙ 3.6 ੱ  
㽲 䉮䊮䊏䊠䊷䉺ᢎቶ㩷 䋴䋰บ  
㽳 ฦ᥉ㅢᢎቶ㩷 䋱บ䋬․೎ᢎቶ䋶บ  
㽴 ⸳⟎႐ᚲ䉕㒢ቯ䈚䈭䈇นേᑼ䉮䊮䊏䊠䊷䉺 40 บ  
y 㔚ሶ㤥᧼䋨㔚ሶ㤥᧼ᯏ⢻ઃ䈐䊒䊨䉳䉢䉪䉺฽䉃䋩䊶ታ‛ᛩᓇᯏ䈱ᢛ஻䋨1 ቇ⚖䈅䈢䉍 1
บ䋩 
y ⿥㜞ㅦ䉟䊮䉺䊷䊈䉾䊃ធ⛯₸෸䈶ή✢ LAN ᢛ஻₸㩷 䋱䋰䋰䋦 
y ᩞോ↪䉮䊮䊏䊠䊷䉺㩷 ᢎຬ 1 ੱ 1 บ  
ട䈋䈩䋬ቇ⠌↪䉸䊐䊃䉡䉢䉝䈱ᢛ஻䋬ICT ᡰេຬ䈱㈩⟎㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 䋨ᖱႎಣℂᛛⴚ⠪ଐབྷ䉕
฽䉃䋩 
㶎㩷 ✚ോ⋭䋨࿖䋩䈱䊐䊠䊷䉼䊞䊷䉴䉪䊷䊦ផㅴ੐ᬺ䉧䉟䊄䊤䉟䊮䈪䈲䋬ฦᩞ 㪈㪞㪹㫇㫊 䈱਄૏࿁✢䉕ឭ␜㩷
 ߎࠇࠄ㧘ᢥㇱ⑼ቇ⋭ߣᢎ⢒ౣ↢ታⴕᧄㇱ߇␜ߔࡠ࡯࠼ࡑ࠶ࡊߦߪ㧘⷗ᣇߦࠃߞߡߪ⍦⋫߇޽
ࠆࠃ߁ߦฃߌขࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈ࠆޕ଀߃߫㧘ᢎ⢒ߩ IT ൻߦะߌߚ 4 ߆ᐕ⸘↹ߢ᳞߼ࠄࠇࠆนേ
ᑼᖱႎ┵ᧃ (࠲ࡉ࡟࠶࠻┵ᧃ╬ )ߩบᢙߪ㧘ᦨ⚳ᐕᐲߩ 2017 ᐕߦቇᩞߦ 40 บࠍ᳞߼ߡ޿ࠆߦ߽
߆߆ࠊࠄߕ㧘ߘߩ 2ޯ3 ᐕᓟࠍ⋡ᮡߣߒߚᢎ⢒ౣ↢ታⴕᧄㇱߩ࿖ኅᚢ⇛ߣߒߡߩ ICT ᢎ⢒ߩឭ
⸒ߢߪ㧘2010 ᐕઍᧃߦߪ 1 ੱ 1 บߣߥߞߡ޿ࠆޕࠊߕ߆ 2 ᐕߢ㧘ቇᩞߦ 40 บߛߞߚ߽ߩ߇ 1
ੱ 1 บߦߥࠆࡠ࡯࠼ࡑ࠶ࡊߢ޽ࠆޕ  











ߐ౉ዉ߇ᣇ߃⠨ߩ)ecived nwo ruoy gnirB(DOYB ߦ⊛᧪዁㧘ߪߢળ⼏දㅴផ⢒ᢎ↪ᵴ TCI ⋵
  ޕߚߒ⺰⼏ߟߟߒᘦ⠨߽੐߁ࠈ޽ߢࠆࠇ
 
  㗴⺖߮෸㗄੐ᗧ⇐ࠆߌ߅ߦ⺰⼏ .3
  ߣߎࠆ޽߇ⷐᔅࠆ߃⠨ߦឭ೨ࠍ↪ᵴ TCI ߩߡߒߣౕ㆏ߩ߮ቇ 1.3
























































  ᣇ߃⠨ߩ)ecived nwo ruoy gnirb(DOYB 4.3
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3.5 ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ᢎ⑼ᦠߩ᥉෸㧘ᩞോߩᖱႎൻ╬  
࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ᢎ⑼ᦠߪ㧘⃻ᤨὐߢߪޟᜰዉ⠪↪ޠߣޟቇ⠌⠪↪ޠߩ㧞⒳ߩ࠺ࠫ࠲࡞ᢎ⑼ᦠ߇㐿
⊒ߐࠇߡ޿ࠆޕᜰዉ⠪↪ߪ૶޿߿ߔߐ߽⹺߼ࠄࠇ㧘ో࿖⊛ߦ᥉෸߇ㅴࠎߢ߈ߡ޿ࠆޕ  












4. ੹ᓟߩዷ㐿  
એ਄ߩࠃ߁ߥ໧㗴ὐ߇౒᦭ߐࠇߡ޿ࠆ⁁ᘒߢࠬ࠲࡯࠻ߒ㧘᭽ޘߥⷰὐߢ⼏⺰߇㊀ߨࠄࠇ㧘10
᦬ 17 ᣣ (㊄ )ߦ ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴද⼏ળߩឭ⸒ߣߒߡ㧘੹੗ᱜ๺ᐳ㐳ࠃࠅ㠽ข⋵ᢎ⢒ᆔຬળጊ
ᧄᢎ⢒㐳ߦឭ⸒ߩឭ಴߇ߥߐࠇߚ iޕ  
ߘߩᓟߪ⋵ᢎ⢒ᆔຬળ੐ോዪౝߦ⸳⟎ߒߚޟ ICT ᵴ↪ᢎ⢒ផㅴࡆ࡚ࠫࡦ╷ቯ PT(Project 
Team)ޠߦ߅޿ߡ㧘ࡆ࡚ࠫࡦ᩺ࠍ╷ቯߒ㧘᩺ ߇߹ߣ߹ߞߚᲑ㓏ߢࡄࡉ࡝࠶ࠢࠦࡔࡦ࠻ࠍⴕ޿ާ ᐔ













䇺ቇ⠌⑼ቇ䇻ᵄᄙ㊁⺜૛ᄦ䊶ᄢᶆኈሶ䊶ᄢፉ⚐㩷 ᡼ㅍᄢቇᢎ⢒ᝄ⥝ળ (2004/03) 
䇺ᢎ᝼䊶ቇ⠌ㆊ⒟⺰㩷 ቇ⠌⑼ቇ䈱ዷ㐿䇻ᄢፉ⚐䊶㊁ፉਭ㓶䊶ᵄᄙ㊁⺜૛ᄦ㩷 ᡼ㅍᄢቇᢎ⢒ᝄ⥝ળ㩷 (2006/03) 
䇺䊂䉳䉺䊦␠ળ䈱ቇ䈶䈱䈎䈢䈤㩷 ᢎ⢒䈫䊁䉪䊉䊨䉳䈱ౣ⠨䇻A 䉮䊥䊮䉵䊶R 䊊䊦䊋䊷䉸䊮䋨⪺䋩Ⓑ၂ᔘ䋨⸶䋩㩷 ർᄢ〝ᦠ
ᚱ䋨2012/12䋩 
                                            
i 㠽ข⋵㧘http://www.pref.tottori.lg.jp/secure/934724/ICTteigensaishuu.pdf㧘2015 ᐕ 2 ᦬㑛ⷩޕ  
ii 㠽ข⋵㧘http://sitem5.torikyo.ed.jp/system/site/upload/live/11161/atc_1422267886.pdf㧘2015 ᐕ 2
᦬㑛ⷩޕ  
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